
A BILL

Revising the rehabilitation pillars of the American federal criminal system by effectively banning the

usage of the cruel and inhumane punishment in a criminal setting called chemical castration.

IN THE SENATE OF THE AMERICAN LEGION BOYS NATION

Mr. Nelson of Iowa introduced the following bill;

A BILL

Revising the rehabilitation pillars of the American federal criminal system by effectively banning the

usage of the cruel and inhumane punishment in a criminal setting called chemical castration.

Be it enacted by The American Legion Boys Nation Senate assembled,

SECTION 1. SHORT TITLE.

This Act may be cited as the "â€œThe Banning Act of Criminal Castrationâ€•, hereby referred to as

â€œBACC.â€•".

SECTION 2. CRIMINAL CASTRATION BANNING

To begin eradication of unethical practices in the criminal system, a created cabinet-level entry, the

Criminal Castration Investigation Committee (CCIC) will be in charge of properly investigating all

federal, state, and local prisons to rid them of chemical castration, the act of utilizing aphrodisiac

drugs to punish sex offenders and replacing said punishment with rehabilitative actions.

  20 million dollars shall be allocated, as appropriately designated by the CCIC, for victims of
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chemical castration while the process of utilizing chemical castration will be removed. Any victims of

chemical castration shall be properly rehabilitated and the effects will be reversed to the greatest

potential. Any leftover money shall be dedicated to other rehabilitative efforts in the criminal system.

  100 million dollars shall be provided for research in rehabilitative separate programming from

chemical castration. Separate programming shall be devised and solely used for criminals accused and

convicted of sexual crimes. Programming shall be designed to rehabilitate criminals for their crimes

while also providing punishment that "fits the crime." The CCIC shall be designated with creation of

this program, which will be examined thoroughly by both the Department of Human Rights and also

the Federal Bureau of Prisons.

  The CCIC shall begin their eradication process first on a local level, than state, and finally federal

and will be charged with ensuring chemical castration is never again used in a criminal setting on the

threat of imprisonment for the users and a fine of a determined amount by the CCIC to be hefted onto

the prison.

SECTION 3. TIMELINE

The actions prescribed for this act, BACC, shall be completed and in place by July 1st of 2024

following the passage of it.
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